
The two trance maestros are back at it with a brand-new sound set, this time for Spire. Sean Tyas 
& Darren Porter, Spire Essentials Volume 1 is a true work of art. With 128 carefully crafted presets, 
the sound set features fresh, relevant sounds heard in trance music as well as other modern 
dance music genres today: intricate acid sequences, thick pads, iconic sounding plucks and 
leads, and pounding basses.  


After the massive success of their first sound set for Sylenth1, Sean Tyas and Darren Porter are 
back, this time with a pristine collection of presets for the ever so popular Spire synthesizer. 


Sean Tyas & Darren Porter Spire Essentials Volume 1 is the first sound set of its kind for Spire, 
containing intricate acid sequences, thick pads, iconic sounding plucks and leads, and pounding 
basses.  Perfect for those wanting to create anthems that light up the dance floor and leave a 
memorable impact on the listener. 


With 128 presets, this sound set will last you many years to come. It contains the classic trance 
sounds you’d expect from both Sean Tyas and Darren Porter, as well as more relevant sounds 
geared towards modern dance music producers. It’s also a great companion to our Trance MIDI 
Essentials bundle. 


“When it comes to quality, Sean Tyas and Darren Porter are names that go hand in hand, and this 
bank is no different. Will be using this in every track.” – John O’Callaghan


About the Artists 


Sean Tyas is well known for tracks such as “Lose My Logic” and “Now You See.” He’s also one of 
the few trance artists to feature on the BBC Radio 1 Essential Mix. Coupled with multiple other 
achievements, Sean Tyas is an incredibly talented producer with massive support behind him.


Originally a music editor and composer for movies and TV shows, Darren Porter made his entry 
into the world of trance music with a bang. Some of his hit releases include “Terraforming”, and 
“Nova 7”, his popular collaboration with Sean Tyas. 


Artistic Influence


Will Atkinson, Photographer, The Thrillseekers, Cold Blue, Simon Patterson, Adam Ellis, Sean 
Tyas, Airbase, Ben Nicky, Darren Porter, ReOrder, Ian Standerwick, and many others. 


Record Label Influences


Titanium, Always Alive, Monster Tunes, Infrasonic Recordings, Lost Language, Perceptive 
Recordings, A State of Trance, Flashover Recordings, and many others.


Sound Set Properties


100% royalty free.

128 named presets, sorted into well-defined categories.

All presets are rooted at C3 and volume normalized.

Ready-to-go out of the box with FX added.

Road-tested by leading producers in the scene.

Multiple FX sound bank variants for convenience (With FX, Without FX, etc.)

In short, the way a sound set should be!


100% royalty free.


Product Compatibility:

Reveal Sound Spire synthesizer Version 1.5.11 Or Higher.



